Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Mr. Tony Jones
News Journalist
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Mr. Jones:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Ms. Fran Kelly
Radio presenter and journalist
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Ms. Kelly:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Mr. Chris Uhlmann
Program anchor and political editor
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Mr. Uhlmann:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Mr. Phillip Adams
Presenter
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Mr. Adams:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Ms. Sarah Clark
Environmental Reporter
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Ms. Clark:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Mr. Jon Faine
Presenter
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Melbourne VIC 3001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Mr. Faine:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Mr. Kerry O’Brien
Journalist
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Mr. O’Brien:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Ms. Margot O’Neill
Senior Reporter
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

BY REGISTERED POST
WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

Dear Ms. O’Neill:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
malcolmr@conscious.com.au
www.conscious.com.au
04 1964 2379
Monday, March 11th, 2013
Ms. Geraldine Doogue
Journalist
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001
Dear Ms. Doogue:
Enclosed is a comprehensive report on climate science and corruption. It’s entitled CSIROh!
and encompasses appendices available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology were sent copies of the report. Both agencies were
requested to identify any errors in the report and to provide empirical scientific evidence for
their core claim that human CO2 caused global warming. Their responses failed to identify
any errors in my report and failed to provide the necessary evidence of causation.
Appendix 13 details analyses of ABC programs. The ABC is misrepresenting climate science.
If you decide to continue claiming or implying human CO2 is warming the planet please send
by March 29th, 2013 empirical scientific evidence and/or identify reports as the basis for your
claim. If your evidence/source is not received by that date I’ll assume you have no evidence.
After giving you the courtesy of first receiving this letter it will be posted together with your
response alongside other similar correspondence: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
You have considerable influence in Australia. I hope you agree that responsible journalism
involves holding claimants accountable. Would you be willing please to restore ABC integrity
by committing to hold academics and politicians accountable? In future please ask advocates
for their empirical scientific evidence that human CO2 caused warming. I am willing to be
held accountable for my report and will be pleased to meet with you to answer your questions.
Yours sincerely,

Malcolm Roberts
Enclosed: Report entitled CSIROH!

